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A top-secret drone crashes in the lawless Horn of Africa. The CIA is prepared to write off the loss,

until evidence surfaces that the wreckage of their prized aircraft is hidden in a hangar outside

Khartoum's main airport. The hangar is owned by a shady cargo airline that flies ancient DC-3s

across Africa and the Middle East. The name of the company does nothing to still concern: FBN-Fly

by Night Aviation. The U.S. government must find out what is in the hangar, and when an FBN

airplane crashes, the opportunity arises for the National Transportation Safety Board to send an

investigator to get to the bottom of things. Jammer Davis is the NTSB's biggest headache, but also

its best solo operator. He goes to Sudan in the name of solving an air crash, but with the true aim of

locating the priceless remains of America's latest technological marvel.
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This book was OK, however it starts off somewhat slow but starts to amp up about a third of the way

into the book. I can never tell what the action will be and how Mr. Larsen will create the ending

storyline - he always surprises me. I do find the main character to be lacking in the romance area



and it seems that he is always walking into some kind of fight.

An interesting main character with realistic capabilities. The plot revolves around a high tech drone

lost in the Sudan that falls into the hands of terrorists. Not to unrealistic. Great descriptions of life,

culture and landscape in the desert. The sad realities of people caught between corrupt

governments and power hungry individuals is weaved nicely into the story. Anyone interested in

behind the scenes at the CIA would like this book.

I have a new author to follow, Ward Larsen. This is the 2nd book I've read by this author and can

not wait to read another one. Keeps thesuspense building, with a few unexpected surprises thrown

in for good measure. I found it nearly impossible to put either book I've readby this author down.

This is my second wild adventure with Jammer Davis. I know nothing about flying planes or crash

investigations, but the author does a great job at making it feel real and easy to understand. The

subject matter doesn't interfere with the story, and the story is great! Light reading.

This book is very readable and enjoyable due the balance of character development, contextual

details and an engaging story. I recommend it for all adult readers. While it contains a minimum

amount of sex and violence, it is tasteful and appropriate to the story line.

Somewhat tedious in the early and middle of the novel, but eventually we're treated to an amazing

adventure in aircraft of my early adult years, and while the abilities of the machines and the pilots

may have exceeded reality, I thoroughly enjoyed the ride! Fiction Buff

Anyone interested in vintage aircraft and drones should like this book. It moves at a good pace with

notable action every few pages. Some of the heroics are a bit farfetched, but accepting the fantasy

allows one to enjoy the story.

I loved the story.I was drawn to the book because I'm a DC-3 affictionado and i recognized the

shadow of the plane.The DC-3 stuff was very satisfying.The writing of the diving sequences made

pictures in my mind, like magic.
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